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Abstract: In this article, we try to answer to a fundamental question that whether convergence and compatibility
is between rhizomatic and religious education or there exist any contradiction, conflict and incompatibility
between the two. Whether one can talk about the religious education based on rhizomatic approach? With
comparison and analysis of the epistemological presupposition relying on religious and rhizomatic educations,
we can say that due to differences and incompatibilities between epistemological presuppositions of rhizomatic
approach to education as well as epistemological presupposition of religious education, it is impossible to talk
about a religious education particularly compatible with rhizomatic approach to truth and knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION According to this approach, our thought is continuously

A French theorist Gilles Deleuze first developed reality rather producing signs without considering their
Rhizomatic  approach to knowledge in 1987. This relations with each external reality [1]. As White and Hirst
approach emphasizes on negation of hierarchical and (1998) [2] believe, knowledge in representation based on
realistic relationship and emphasizes on the topics such realistic observations and on metaphysics of presence or
as becoming, nomadic space, multiplicities, connection real image from the world (White and Hirst, 1998) [2].
and asignification rupture. in the first glance, this Deleuze admits that the external world is myth that
approach inspire abundance of hopes for cultures that constructed in the process of experiment. The external
have been marginalized by modernism and has been world is outcome of imagination. He believes that the aim
interpreted as an opportunity for modifying some of the of writing or speech should be innovative not
dogmatic thoughts in social, political and educational representative [3] and this is the same Deleuze remembers
domains. In the educational domain, this question arises it as Descartian idea or dogmatic imagination that must be
as what kind of relationship is between rhizomatic confronted upon with [4].
education and religious education. In other words, is the The famous sophist Gorgias(485-380 BC) also like
relationship between these two types of education, based Deleuze said that “There is nothing external and if there is
on conflict and contradiction or based on convergence any it is not recognizable and if it is recognizable, is not
and consistency? Can we talk  about  rhizomatic religious representative” [5] and such a viewpoint is against to
education? For answer to above questions, first we epistemological presuppositions of religious education.
should compare some  of  the  epistemological Representation is a principal aspect of the religious
presuppositions of rhizomatic education and religious education.
education. It is necessary to mention that presuppositions It can say that there exist truth and reality in this
relying on the proposed religious education are the divine world relying on which, subject such as good and evil,
and metaphysical presuppositions of the revealed ugly and beautiful, right and wrong and good and  bad
religions (Islam, Christianity and Judaism). can analyzed and judged. These truths and realities are

Rhizomatic Education and Religious Education: a figure or diagram from one of these realities. Metaphor
Rhizomatic approach to knowledge is a viewpoint ‘diagram’, in reality, is narrator of our understanding from
opposed to the realistic approach to knowledge. ultimate realities that must be represented [6].

in the process of simulation. Thinking is not to represent

recognizable only through human seeking. Religion is also
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According to realism , human is a seeker being [7] Emphasizing on horizontal meaning of relationship
and tries to identify the world outside of its own mind and and negation of eternal presence and goals, Deleuze
the reason of this seeking too is a truth or reality that is (1991) [13] says, “God is an idea or thought [13]. As
apriori and  need  to  be  recognized. Philosophers like observed, Deleuze, during his discussion on God, does
Plato (427-347 BC), Aristotle (400-340 BC), Descartes not speak about “Existence” rather he talks about “idea of
(1569-1650) and a number of other modern philosophers god” i.e. god propounded as the stage of thought and
have had pointed and emphasized on representation idea. imagination not as a real existence.

The  religious  education is based on the reality that Based on multiplicity and connection principle,
is constant, worldly, external (independent from human education is a matter attached to thought and diverse
mind) and apriori, exploratory and heuristic. On the other streams and has no central origin or point, aim and
hand, it based on tree-arborescent model of knowledge. direction. The saying that “each author is a dead author”
This knowledge is a logical, linear and hierarchical matter. is  the  sample  of  denial of origin and central viewpoint.
According to Semetsky (2003) [8], rhizome is against to An intention of an author is not relate to understating of
representation or tree-arborescent model of knowing [8]. the  text.  intention  of  author  is not the “origin” of text

Deleuze thinks once beyond recognition that he and therefore have no “dominance” on other things [14].
names as “thought without image” Deleuze [4] the same On the contrary, in the religious education, flow of
way as Dewey (1980) [9] emphasized on “thought without education is based on god’s intentions (god as author or
recognition” (Dewey, 1980) [9]. To Deleuze (1994) [4], in origin of the world) and the aims of education is what god
rhizomatic space all static structures of meaning that said [15]. The religious education is the realistic. In other
arising from representation idea is broken [4]. words, the religious education that based on realistic

The rhizomatic approach does not consider any presuppositions often explains as that there is reality in
types of dualism as authentic. Those who believe in the world that its identification is desirable. One of these
transcendentalism such as Kant, points towards duality realities is the essence of god and human being through
between subject and object, experimental and rational understanding that reality and truth would be able to
world, practical and pure affairs and utmost the duality evolve their faith and right deed. Through this, the aim of
between phenomenon and noumenon. One of the most religious education is a real one that god has
important reasons of duality between subject and object communicated to humanity through the revealed texts that
can be idea of representation [10]. are basis of complete guidance of humanity for acquiring

In this field, Deleuze believes that the western correct and exact understanding [16].
metaphysical tradition has principally been supposition The rhizomatic approach is rooted from skeptical and
duality and imagines that god exists in the real and sophist schools that has been propounded for long ago
external world and all other things placed lower in status in the philosophical history against dogmatic
and manifested in the form of good and evil. However, philosophies. As such, the philosophical history can
according to rhizomatic approach to truth and knowledge, considered as the ebb and flow between dogmatic and
there is no final and eternal target or goals outside the skeptical philosophies that divulged and appeared in each
human mind or human inner [3]. period. What Deleuze recommend is skepticism as an

In the religious education, contradiction and conflict approach [5].
between good and evil is not only significant rather it is Principles such as becoming, nomadic space,
believed that such contradiction and conflict has root in deterritorization and a signification rupture in the Deleuze
reality and by no means has innovative and artificial philosophy, in reality, is symbols of such a thought space
aspects. This contradiction and conflict between faith and that explained in the form of a new metaphor. Appearance
blasphemy and between good and evil themselves are of such method of thought in the domain of educational
being emphasized by all revealed religions. problem, especially the religious education, means lack of

According to the rhizomatic approach, there is no attachment to a particular tenet and principle and
predefined and determined space because spaces are neglecting any belief based on central idea and principle.
nomadic, reflective and smooth [4]. The nomadic and In the rhizomatic approach, one cannot talk about exact
smooth space is non-linear and non-sequential path as and identical knowledge and based on this, people cannot
well that Owns (2000) remembers as zigzag or broken path be  encouraged  to acquire a particular knowledge and
[11]. It seems that in a rhizomatic space, there exist no then bound on the same. Eco (1984) [17] explains that
predefined, firm, unique situation and basis or what rhizome  is  a  way that each path/route in it related to
Parekh (2000) [12] categorizes as system of meaning [12]. other  path/routes. Rhizome has no center, surrounding or
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periphery, nor does it has a particular entrance or exit in his view is involve between contradictions and
because rhizome is infinite. The rhizomatic approach is a irreparable defects. Intellect is merely an activity among
space of accident and uncertainty [17]. Therefore, nothing others. Why stomach cannot orderly arranged like brain?
can or should say about a particular behavior, custom and [13].
tradition. In the relativistic space of rhizome, worldview A contemporary analytical philosopher, Peters while
and ideology lose their status and as a result, possibility emphasizing on rationalism believes that the religious
of religious education becomes negative. In other words education in a person brings a change in his insight rather
and in contrary to religious education, it can say that obligation merely related to religion and change his view
Deleuzian education has no fundamental/teleological related to himself, existence, ultimate aim and ultra-nature
basis. and give direction to his behaviors [22]. According to

One of the characteristics of Deleuze’s idea is denial McLaughlin (1984) [23], all kinds of obligations to
of generalization/totality. According to post modernistic religious teachings necessarily do not mean
thought of Deleuze, generalization/totality is necessity of indoctrination or irrational of them [23]. Likewise, about
modernism and according to Lyotard; we must war possibility or impossibility of religious education we can
against generalization/totality [1]. refer to the viewpoint of Hirst (1979) [24] who points to

Deleuze intends to show that thought take different religious education as an indoctrination [24] and Hudson
forms. Philosophy, art and science are diverse and this (1973) [25] who points to contradictory between words of
makes integrated and general image from the world religion and education in the phrase of ‘religious
meaningless. The rhizomatic approach is multiplicity in education’ [25]. However, David Carr, in order to confirm
multiplicity [18]. Necessity of such ontological multiplicity the rational possibility of religious education believes that
and plurality is epistemological relativism and the moral/religious education can strengthen knowledge
consequently anarchism in thought [19]. In the religious instead of indoctrination, understanding instead of
education, thought and knowledge enjoys substantial conditioning and rationality and reasoning instead of
unity and the religious knowledge has worldly and socialization [26]. According to Baqeri (2004) [27],
universal dimension [20]. rationality in religious education means reason as well as

Deleuze, endorsing upon the philosophical view of intellect where attachment to god is the fundamental
Hume, focuses on negation of causality. Apart from the element [27].
negation of causality in philosophy, Deleuze, particularly According to Deleuze, considering every thought,
denied causality in religion and religious reasons and belief or practice as divine, is meaningless. Divinity
called it illegitimate. In reasoning based on causality, becomes meaningful at a time when we acknowledge the
religion claims that existence of god is being proved with reality in the world and then we believe in presence of
His  creatures  (world or nature).While application of special and particular relationship between person and
causality  in  religion certainly is an illegitimate and that divine thing. God is one of the divine Existences.
imaginary method [13]. In religious education, causality Plantinga believes that the essence of religiosity i.e.
has completely been identified as authentic and has experience in divine matter is a religious experience that is
different applications. Faith has reasoning/rationality source of religious knowledge. This knowledge is the
basis and one of the fundamental principles of same feeling that we have about the divine being (god)
reasoning/rationality is causality. Holy texts like Quran [28]. In Deleuzeian education where the real existence
and Bible too with relying on same assumptions invite denied, nothing left to talk about the divine affairs.
human being toward thought behind creation of sky and The rhizomatic approach does not accept moral
earth as creatures and signs that point to the basis and ought or necessities. According to Deleuze, flow of the
causality [21]. One of the real pillars of Deleuze’s thought education must be free from all types of restrictions so
in his philosophy is protest to rationality. According to that each person could get becoming as he wished for
him, nomadic thinking has completely innovative aspect that. Parents and teachers too should not have any
and any type of imitation from intellect and logic is control on behavior, speech and interest of their children
accepting the tree-arborescent system of knowledge. and pupils. Such direction is the dominance of one thing
According to Deleuze, tree-arborescent system of upon the others and Deleuze is completely against this
knowledge based on rationality and logic. A system that phenomenon.
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In the religious education, although, commitment and becoming’ (as one of the characteristics of rhizomatic
obligation, is not important at the first place but sometime space) is opposite with all kinds of disciplined, systematic
this applied as one of the approaches to the religious and ordered space that is important in the religious
education: education process.

“Based on different statements available in religious conceived, naturally, there exists neither right nor wrong
texts, commitment and obligation of children to doing route/path nor there meaningful leadership and guidance.
what religion says is the important duty of parents Therefore, in the rhizomatic education, there is no
and is a basic method of religious education of criterion, basis and direction for becoming. As such,
children [29]. teacher too is devoid of his traditional role and status and

Deleuze’s emphasizes on ‘becoming in enormous and teacher is active in nomadic space [34] About the status
diverse directions and without aim’, negating any mental and role of a teacher, Deleuze thus says:
and practical discipline and as a result denies the efforts
for acquiring a particular identity. Deleuze by emphasizing “We learn nothing from those who say: ‘Do as I do’.
upon distinction, variety and difference as some of the Our only teachers are those who tell us to ‘do with
fundamental principles of rhizome, arises to combat of me’ and are able to emit sign to be developed in
each type of faith, belief and practice that has a heterogeneity rather  than  propose  gestures  for  us
distinguished and specific aim. to  reproduce. When a body combines some of its

In the religious education, a person identifies with a own distinctive points with those of a wave, it
particular thought, interests and action and must arrange espouses the principle of a repetition which is no
all positions of his individualistic or collective life based longer that of the Same, but involves the Other-
on religious teachings. In other words, his thought and involves difference, from one wave and one gesture
behavior must order and disciplined. to another and carries that difference through the

Religious discipline is one of the principles of repetitive space thereby constituted. To learn is
religious education and educational systems in religious indeed to constitute this space of an encounter with
societies consider religious discipline as their frontispiece signs, in which, the distinctive points renew
of educational aim. The principle of religious discipline themselves in each other and repetition takes shape
influences  by  religious  texts  and  its  interpretation  [30]. while distinguishing itself” [4].
In the religious education process, students through
collective  consciousness, through  powerful  religious In moral/religious education, the relationship that
patterns, laws, teaching and learning, family or daily holds between teacher and student is vertical and
actions [31] acquire the religious discipline. All these perpendicular one, this, of course, does not deny the
elements/factors or practitioners however act in independence of students rather it is a necessary for
accordance  to  religion  and  messages of religious texts. moral or religious education. 
In reality, the holy religious texts are source of discipline That is to say, the teacher plays a role model in the
and criterion of the actions of elements such as teachers. process of moral/religious education and the student

The ‘order’ is central concept in the dogmatic should attempt to educate himself morally or religiously
political philosophy that based on concepts such as by focusing on appropriate and suitable models [35].
universality, method, question and answer, judgment, a
collection of reasons, a correct thought and conformity CONCLUSION
with existing meaning  and whatever is outside the above
rules, is explained principally an indiscipline and According to the above discussion, we can say that
disorderly one [32]. Corresponding to rhizomatic space horizontal and vertical system of knowledge or rhizomatic
(fluid, flexible and smooth space) “becoming precedes to epistemology is against and conflict to tree-arborescent
being” [33] and according to Deleuze (1994) [4] order is model  of  knowledge  that relied on religious education
against   to   becoming.  Since,  becoming  is  not linear, and  these  models  of  epistemology  denies  each  other.
while order is linear [4]. However, the concept of Of course, this contradiction and conflict is disputable in

When the starting and destination points not

not be considered as model. In the rhizomatic approach,
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different fields such as ontological, anthropological and 14. Cahoone, L., 2003. From Modernism to
axiological foundations of religious and rhizomatic Postmodernism: An Anthology Expanded. Blackwell
education.  In  the  domain  of  education  and according Philosophy Anthologies. Trans, Abdulkarim
to  obvious   contradictions   and   oppositeness  between Rashidian.Publication of Nay. Tehran.
rhizomatic education and theological and metaphysical 15. Dinani, G.H., 2003. Intellect and Love. Publication of
presuppositions of religious education, we cannot say
about the possibility of a rhizomatic religious education.
In the other word, talking about a rhizomatic religious
education seems to be meaningless.
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